
COMMITTEE TO END HOMELESSNESS VICTORIA
MINUTES of meeting Dec. 7 at Sands:

Present: Susan (in chair), Kym, Peter, David Tat, David Turner, Joyanna, Alison and 
Thomas (welcome).

1. Acknowledgment that we meet on the land of the Llkwungen people. Minutes for Nov. 
16  approved. Agenda.

2. NEWS FROM THE STREET:
a/ PETER: correction to Nov 16 minutes:  Dallas was injured but is alive.
b/ KYM & others:  Heroin is back on the street, also crack, meth and many mixes. 
Fentanol often in the mix and is the cheapest.  Many overdoses and insecurity.
Kym learned how to use Naloxin at Central Care, where residents are organized to 
witness and assist users.

3. VIGIL DEC. 21: Susan confirmed we will have supper at the Green Cuisine.  Jain will 
go there before our vigil ends, to ensure all is prepared. Susan will bring the mike, Jain's 
donation box, banners and lights. Alison will give the city proclamation to Hilary for 
someone with homeless experience to read. Kimi from SOLID will also be at the mike.  
Janie and Diana did a big drop-off of fliers and posters.  Some posters and lots of fliers 
distributed among our members.
Reminder that we cannot give an official welcome to the vigil because we are merely 
uninvited guests, but we WILL acknowledge and thank.

4. MEETING AT CENTRAL CARE WITH CIVIL LIBERTIES REP - KYM:
a/ Mayor Lisa Helps presented an award to residents for their stand at Tent City.
b/ KYM gave the CLA information about  25 complaints against Victoria police. TAPS is 
also cooperating
c/ SIC is organising complaints about problems at Central Care: invasion  by SWAT 
teams, too many locked doors, or lack of doors to bathrooms.  Much of the damage is 
done by outsiders.   SIC is making its own rules for residents, to prevent or deal with 
damage and protect the building..
SOLID now has its own outreach office in Central Care.

5. POSSIBLE SECRETARY:
KYM says a young woman named Cage is interested in learning how to take minutes 
etc. and willing to come to meetings and shadow Alison.
AGREED that we pay her a stipend of $10 a meeting when she is able to take over..

6. RED ZONING:
KYM and DAVID TURNER (as witness) had 57 minutes with Dan O'Connor, police,.
about abuse of red zoning and social profiling.  People are being banned from the 
central core, including Our Place,  for a year - or given red zoning as an alternative to 
court.  Thomas gave us important examples of how devastating red zoning can be,in 
denying someone's right to food or shelter.



7. COALITION 
a/ DINNER:Joyanna and David Tat reported
b/ We need new members to take over from Lenore and Michael as our reps.
c/ REMINDER: DON ELLIOTT, Coalition CEO, is our guest speaker Wed. Dec. 14.

8. JANUARY MEETING JAN. 11,  
AGREED that KYM will invite MARCO, of the Existence Project.

9, PETER'S  PROJECTS:
a: Seeking space for working on micro housing, on  better carts and  for storing  
materials.  Ideally, it could morph into providing storage space, since it appears that 
nobody is willing to run an official storage facility.

10. CTEHV gave  KYM  $45 for  printing etc. for meetings at Central Care etc.

NEXT MEETING DEC. 14, 1.30 pm  at OUR PLACE.
MEETING DEC 21?? to be decided Dec. 14.
DEC. 25: Christmas dinner at St. Andrews on Douglas. Noon to 2 pm. all welcome.


